Abstract. Autonomous exploration of unknown environments with aerial vehicles remains a challenging problem, especially in perceptually degraded conditions. Dust, smoke, fog, and a lack of visual or LiDAR-based features result in severe difficulties for state estimation and planning. The absence of measurement updates from visual or LiDAR odometry can cause large drifts in velocity estimates while propagating measurements from an IMU. Furthermore, it is not possible to construct a map for collision checking in absence of pose updates. In this work, we show that it is indeed possible to navigate without any exteroceptive sensing by exploiting collisions instead of treating them as constraints. To this end, we first perform modeling and system identification for a hybrid ground and aerial vehicle which can withstand collisions. Next, we develop a novel external wrench estimation algorithm for this class of vehicles. We then present a novel contact-based inertial odometry (CIO) algorithm: it uses estimated external forces to detect collisions and to generate pseudo-measurements of the robot velocity, fused in an Extended Kalman Filter. Finally, we implement a reactive planner and control law which encourage exploration by bouncing off obstacles. We validate our framework in hardware experiments and show that a quadrotor can traverse a cluttered environment using an IMU only 4 . This work can be used on drones to recover from visual inertial odometry failure or on micro-drones that do not have the payload capacity to carry cameras, LiDARs or powerful computers.
Introduction
Obstacle and collision avoidance has been a consistent theme in the robotics community since its inception. In the motion and trajectory planning literature, the goal often consists of computing a trajectory avoiding all obstacles which are deemed capable of harming the system. This is especially true for applications such as aerial vehicles [18] and autonomous cars [16] . However, contact with the environment can be highly informative, providing useful information for planning, control, and state estimation.
In particular, autonomous navigation in perceptually degraded environments remains a challenge. Dust, smoke, fog, and a lack of visual or LiDAR-based features results in severe difficulties for state estimation, navigation, and planning. Large errors in state estimates can often be catastrophic for an autonomous robot, since these errors propagate to control and planning processes of the robot. There is a large body Fig. 1 : Blind aerial navigation in a cluttered environment. The path taken by the quadrotor is indicated by the dark-blue to pink line. Walls are indicated by the red to green pointcloud. Multiple collisions with the environment are leveraged to improve the velocity estimates of the vehicle and to traverse the maze using a reactive planner. Using our contact inertial odometry (CIO) algorithm, the velocity of the robot can be controlled, enabling safe collisions for the vehicle.
of work on accurate state estimation which relies on exteroceptive sensors (e.g. stereo cameras, LiDARs, radar, thermal cameras, GPS, etc.). In particular, in situations where the robot needs to navigate through dust, smoke, fog, or cope with feature-poor structures, a sensor failure can lead to immediate consequences, e.g., causing the robot to crash. In contrast, proprioceptive sensors (accelerometers, gyroscopes) are often much smaller, lighter, relatively cheaper and work regardless of assumptions on the environment. However, the full state of the robot is unobservable using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) only, which renders conventional IMU-only estimation methods insufficient. As reliable velocity estimates can be sufficient for navigation, this work proposes a novel velocity-based estimation, planning and control framework which exploits the information from contacts to enable IMU-based navigation.
External force estimation methods have been extensively studied and can be generally divided between methods utilizing additional exteroceptive sensors [4, 21] and methods using proprioceptive sensors but relying on accurate state estimation and dynamics modeling [15] . Using these methods, it is possible to estimate the position of contact points [17] , enabling multiple applications. For instance, work in manipulation enabled 3d shape reconstruction of an object using repeated contacts [9] . When navigating in an environment with limited visibility and in cases where exteroceptive are either unavailable or fail, the methods above will be inaccurate, causing performance degradation or termination of the robot's operation. For the above-mentioned reasons, utilizing contact information for state estimation can be beneficial. Contacts have been used in the legged robotics research within Kalman filters [10] . Using additional force sensors on each foot, assuming no slip for each foot in contact with the ground, and leveraging the forward kinematics of the system, it is possible to provide feet position measurements to update the full state of the robot. Similarly, work in state estimation for smartphones performs zero velocity measurement updates when detecting that the user stops walking [22] . However, such methods often assume the availability of a GPS system to detect the full stop of the user and perform the measurement update. Pseudo measurements are also used in rolling systems, where the no-slip holonomic constraint can be leveraged [5] to update the velocity perpendicular to the driving direction.
For aerial vehicles navigating in challenging environments, most of these assumptions do not hold: exteroceptive sensor may become unavailable or fail, collisions occur almost instantaneously and no passive force control to maintain the contact exists, as opposed to walking robots. Recent work (e.g., [2, 20] ) develops IMU-only estimation methods for drones, but these approaches rely on estimating drag forces from rotor speeds which may be unobservable at low velocities and assume no contacts. Another recent work presented an approach to include contact information within a factor graph [14] , but assumes the availability of a camera and force sensor.
Instead of improving existing state estimation algorithms or achieving accurate state estimation assuming favorable flight conditions, the goal of this work is to leverage collisions to perform reasonable state estimation and enable autonomous robust navigation in challenging environments where exteroceptive sensors fail, e.g., when all visual sensors have failed due to dust, fog, smoke, or lack of features. We argue that by using resilient hardware which can withstand collisions at moderate speeds, colliding with obstacles becomes a valuable asset. To illustrate this claim, we present a novel measurement model to exploit dynamic contact information as a pseudo velocity measurement which can be incorporated in an Extended Kalman Filter. We name the resulting odometry algorithm CIO: a novel contact inertial odometry algorithm which we couple with a reactive planner to enable autonomous navigation in challenging environments. Compared to existing approaches, our approach only requires the estimation of the orientation of the contact force for state estimation and reactive planning. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which performs autonomous flight in a cluttered environment using proprioceptive sensors only. In order to fully demonstrate the capabilities of this contact-aware navigation, we demonstrate our approach on a hybrid ground and aerial vehicle: the Rollocopter [6, 8] , shown in Figure 2 . By using two passive wheels attached to a quadrotor platform, this vehicle is capable of both rolling and flying, while being robust to collisions at moderate speeds. Such hybrid systems are well suited to our framework, since rolling can be thought of as an extended collision with the ground. Therefore, we provide a new method for contact force and point estimation tailored to this vehicle, such that it can react to external obstacles and decide whether to roll or fly to traverse its environment. Finally, CIO is leveraged to enable dynamic flying-bouncing behaviors, where the robot flies and periodically touches the ground. Although we perform analysis and experiments specific to the Rollocopter hybrid platform, we stress that in general, CIO is a powerful tool for any collision-resistant autonomous drone design equipped with an IMU, from lightweight quadrotors with propeller guards, to our more unique hybrid vehicle design. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we leverage existing work in force estimation and extend it for our novel hybrid vehicle. By precisely describing the dynamics of our system, we achieve reliable collision detection, accurate force estimation and precise contact position estimation. In Section 3, we present CIO: a novel IMU-only Contact Inertial Odometry algorithm. We also propose a reactive planning and control strategy to traverse a cluttered environment. Section 4 presents experimental validation of our approach. Autonomous navigation in a dark and cluttered environment is demonstrated by flying, bouncing, and rolling. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 and discuss future directions of research for various research communities.
System Modeling and Contact Forces Estimation

System Modeling
Standard Quadrotor Platform We start with the modeling of the dynamics of a standard quadrotor platform, which we later modify for our hybrid vehicle. Omitting position and orientation and analyzing the motion of the vehicle in the body frame, a quadrotor vehicle of mass m and inertia I can be described by its state x = [v; ω ω ω] ∈ R 6 , where v and ω ω ω are the linear and angular velocities, as
The input wrench {F in , M in } can be computed as a function of the angular velocitiesn j of the propellers. In the following derivations, we assume a standard quadrotor configuration with 8 propellers, as in our hybrid platform shown in Figure 3 . The thrust and rotational torque of the jth proppeller can be described as ρC p D 4n2 j = C Tn
. . . 
Multi-body Modeling of a Hybrid Vehicle
For the experiments presented in this paper, we leverage the Rollocopter: a hybrid rolling and flying vehicle shown in Figures  2 and 3 , with all variables and parameters specified in Table 1 . Using Kane's method [19] and denoting the left and right wheel angular velocities as γ l and γ r , the dynamics of the Rollocopter can be expressed as
where I t , I b and I w denote the total, body and wheel inertias, and m t , m w the total and wheel masses, respectively. Using these equations, it is possible to estimate the external wrench {F e , M e } acting on the vehicle and the positions of contacts on the wheels.
External Wrench Estimation
In this section, the dynamical model of the hybrid vehicle is used to estimate the external contact wrench in both flying and rolling modes. This is achieved with proprioceptive sensors only, using accelerometer measurements a =v + ω ω ω × v, gyroscope measurements ω ω ω, and wheel angular velocity and acceleration measurements (γ r , γ l ) and (γ r ,γ l ). For a standard quadrotor platform, or in the absence of wheel encoders, similar estimation equations can be derived by setting m w ≈ 0 and I w ≈ 0. In this work, it is assumed that no other external disturbances (e.g. wind) act on the system. Also, we avoid the use of a high pass filter to enable the estimation of contact forces in situations where the system starts in contact with its environment.
Flying Mode Based on the dynamical equations of the system in (3) and following a similar approach as in [21] , we derive a residual vector of the dynamics and use a first-order low-pass filter to estimate the external wrench {F e ,M e ,M l w ,M r w } aŝ
Rolling Mode Using the wheels of the hybrid vehicle to drive on the terrain, and assuming no wheels slip, the following non-holonomic constraints can be derived:
The derivation of (5) can be found in Appendix B.1. Furthermore, since the reference frame of the robot is defined with respect to the ground, v z = 0 and ω x = 0 hold. Using these additional constraints, the residual error from the constrained dynamics (see Appendix B.2) can be used to derive the following external wrench estimation equations:
Contact Point Estimation
The position of the contact on the wheel while rolling is important to decide whether to fly or to roll. Estimating this position can be written as an optimization problem which can be solved analytically, with the known total external wrench W e ∈ R 8 and unknown variables ζ ζ ζ ∈ R 12 given as
where
, i ∈ {l, r} denote the contact external forces and contact points on the left and right wheels. To solve for ζ ζ ζ , we make the following assumptions and obtain the corresponding constraints:
1. Contacts only occur on wheels and the terrain is flat:
Collisions only occur on the left side ( f r y = 0) or on the right side depending on the sign of F y e , 3. Body and wheel external torques occurring on the wheels can be expressed as
(7) can be derived using Kane's Equations. Using these 12 constraints and by simultaneously solving these equations, we can compute a solution for ζ ζ ζ . The final expression and all derivations can be found in Appendix A.
Contact-Based Odometry, Planning and Control
In the previous section, we presented a method to estimate the external wrench using proprioceptive sensors only. As shown in this work, this information can be used to detect collisions and plan trajectories to bounce off walls. However, to maintain stability of the drone, reliable velocity estimates are necessary. Unfortunately, velocity estimates obtained by propagating an IMU alone have unbounded drift, which could lead to catastrophic crashes. Therefore, to enable IMU-only navigation, we propose a novel Contact Inertial Odometry (CIO) algorithm which exploits contacts to reduce the error in velocity estimates. In this section, we present the CIO algorithm along with a control and reactive planning strategy, enabling autonomous navigation in a cluttered environment without exteroceptive sensors.
Contact Inertial Odometry
In this section, we present a simple method to include contact information as a measurement update within a Kalman Filtering framework. Given a robot pose described by its state x k = [r k ; q k ; v k ; ω ω ω k ] ∈ R 13 at time k, with r k ∈ R 3 the robot position, q k ∈ R 4 the quaternion describing its orientation and v k , ω ω ω k ∈ R 3 the linear and angular velocities respectively, the discrete time nonlinear dynamics of the system are assumed to be corrupted by Gaussian-distributed noise as
with Q k 0 the process noise covariance. We then implement a standard Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the prediction step of which is described in [12] . Note that this EKF does not estimate biases of sensors, e.g., of the IMU. Given a measurement z k of the state x k , corrupted by iid Gaussian-distributed noise w k ∼ N (0, R k ), with R k 0, written as
it is possible to perform a standard measurement update to the EKF as
where H k denotes the Jacobian matrix of h(·),P k the predicted covariance of the predicted statex k+1 and I the identity matrix. The measurement model h(·) is used to encapsulate the information from a collision. During a contact, we assume the velocity of the robot to be parallel to the collided obstacle, with its normal velocity against the obstacle being zero. Given a previously estimated velocityv prev =v k and an estimate of the external forceF e , the parallel velocity v // is computed as
Given this parallel velocity at time k, we introduce a pseudo-measurement for the velocity of the system as
where v // is computed according to (11) using the force estimate computed using (4a). This measurement update is inspired from the literature in state estimation for driving vehicles [5] , where non-holonomic constraints enable pseudo-measurements in the driving direction. Similarly in this work, we assume that the velocity perpendicular to the obstacle is zero, whereas the parallel components remains unaffected. This is based on the assumption that no energy is lost in the direction parallel to the obstacle, whereas the velocity is instantly zero at the time of the impact. Including loss of energy due to friction in the parallel direction of the contact would require known properties of the wall, which are not necessarily available when operating in unknown environments. Since this loss of energy is proportional to the integral of the collision force, it would also require high accuracy force measurements at high rates, which are not necessarily available using proprioceptive sensors such as a low cost IMU. Such extensions will be investigated in further work.
Reactive Planning
Leveraging the proposed force estimation method, we present a reactive planner capable of generating reference velocities to navigate in unknown environments and react to collisions. Inspired by previous work on random sampling [7] , one possible planning method is the following
It is possible to show that such a method is guaranteed to uniformly traverse an environment [7] . However, this method relies on accurate knowledge of the previous velocityv prev , which may be inaccurate. Furthermore, for frontal collisions, the resulting direction would cause the system to return to its original position, which may not be adequate for exploration. On the other hand, a wall-following strategy could be used, although its success would depend on the structure of the environment.
We combine the advantages of these two approaches and propose a reactive planner based on the previously computed reference velocity v re f prev and estimated contact force F e . As shown in Figure 5 , the method consists of projecting v re f prev onto a cone around F e , defined with an angle ∆ ψ. To include random sampling of the reference headings, we sample ∆ ψ ∼ Unif(∆ ψ min , ∆ ψ max ), where Unif(a, b) denotes the uniform distribution with values in [a, b]. To compute a reference directionṽ re f next , we first compute a rotation axis e perpendicular to F e and v re f prev . Then, we use Rodrigues' rotation formula to rotate F e by the angle ∆ ψ around e. Finally, we normalize the reference velocity and set its norm to a nominal velocity magnitude v nom . These steps can be written as 
Drift in the vertical velocity is particularly undesirable, but can be avoided by periodically making physical contact with the ground. This behavior is implemented in addition to Equations (14) and further demonstrates the capabilities of hybrid vehicles. Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the control architecture. The controller receives a desired velocity v re f , which is generated by the reactive planner. It is mapped to a desired acceleration with a proportional controller using the current estimated velocity. Then, the desired acceleration and yaw (set to 0) are mapped to a desired thrust and attitude quaternion via a geometric control method on SE(3) [11] . Finally, we rely on the on-board flight controller's attitude controller for tracking of the desired thrust and attitude. This attitude controller runs at 200Hz and makes use of the flight controller's attitude estimator, which generally produces reliable attitude estimates since it is decoupled from the estimates of position and velocity. It converts the desired thrust and attitude quaternion to four command inputs
Low-Level Controller
in , which are then mapped to motor PWM commands. This cascaded architecture works well because attitude and angular rate estimates are updated at a high frequency (200Hz) and are independent of position and velocity estimates.
Experimental Results
We present experimental validation for the proposed force estimation and collision detection method, collision inertial odometry algorithm, and the reactive control and planning framework coupled with CIO. All results were performed on the Rollocopter platform shown in Figure 2 . It is equipped with an Intel NUC i7 Core computer for on-board computation, an Intel RealSense RGBD camera, a Garmin LiDAR-Lite range sensor, a Pixhawk v2.1 flight controller with an on-board IMU which includes an accelerometer and a gyroscope, and hall effect wheel encoders. To show the applicability of our method on conventional quadrotors, we do not use wheel encoders and use the dynamics in (1) for the autonomous navigation experiments in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Collision Detection To detect collisions from estimated forces and trigger measurement updates and new reference velocities, we implement a thresholded detection. To exploit all proprioceptive sensors on the Rollocopter, we introduce the following evaluation function W [k]:
where the hyperparameters are chosen as w F e = 1,
has the dimension of a force and simplify the tuning process. A collision is detected when this value exceeds a threshold. For the autonomous navigation experiments in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we set w M e , w M w = 0, as large contact forces dominate. However, for estimating contact points on the wheels, the estimation of the torques on the wheels and body becomes more valuable. Furthermore, as discussed in [4] , larger distances between the contact point and the IMU deteriorates the quality of the estimation, which may require additional sensors (e.g. for Rollocopter, wheel encoders). 
External wrench estimation for Rollocopter
To evaluate our external force and torque estimation method, the hybrid vehicle was manually flown into obstacles at various orientations. Figure 7 shows the estimation results while flying, as well as the true collision times and directions. The visible drift on the estimated vertical external force F z e is caused by the draining battery and lack of rotors feedback. As only the estimated orientation of the contact force is used for both CIO and our reactive planner, detecting a collision and estimating the orientation of F e is sufficient to enable resilient navigation. Using the collision detection method in (15) , all but one collision are successfully detected from forces with minimal tuning efforts, whereas wheel encoders are able to detect the collision at 43s. By comparing the true collision direction to the estimation results, all estimated external forces detected without wheel encoders present a reasonable orientation estimation accuracy which can be used for CIO or the reactive planner, validating our approach.
Similarly, force estimation experiments while rolling were conducted. Figure 8 shows the estimated forces and ground truth. Again, all collisions are correctly detected using both an IMU and wheel encoders and the direction of the forces estimated without wheel encoders are accurate.
State Estimation using Collision Inertial Odometry
We conduct experiments to validate our CIO algorithm and show that our method is able to correct for velocity estimation errors. We compare our method against an estimate of the ground truth by fusing the measurements of the IMU with pose estimates of ORB-SLAM [13] (i.e., a monocular simultaneous localization and mapping algorithm) running on RealSense RGBD data. To demonstrate that our approach is useful for both aerial and hybrid vehicles, we first show results for flying where the robot collides laterally with an obstacle. Then, we show that bouncing against the ground while flying can improve state estimation as well. We do not include experiments for state estimation while rolling, since wheel encoders would provide better velocity estimates than our method and this is already explored in the literature. All flight experiments are performed using a hand-held safety tether, due to safety regulations. for the rolling mode. The notation for contact directions is defined in Figure 7 .
Flying Our CIO algorithm has been extensively tested in flight and is able to reliably correct for velocity drift. In Figure 9 , we show a typical collision with an obstacle. In such cases, the estimated collision force can be used to (1) provide a parallel velocity measurement to update the state within an EKF as described in Section 3 and (2) provide a reference direction for the reactive planner described in Section 3.2, which aims to avoid obstacles and continue exploration of the environment. The information from a collision can be used as a measurement to successfully correct for IMU drift, when compared against an estimate of ground truth (ORB-SLAM + IMU fused with an EKF) as shown in Figure 9 . In this experiment, vision-based state estimation is used for closed-loop control, whereas experiments in Figures 10 and 11 use CIO only for state estimation, reactive planning and control. Bouncing To demonstrate the use of our CIO algorithm for hybrid vehicles, we conduct an experiment where the robot is commanded to follow a vertical reference velocity v re f alternating between up and down. As the velocity estimates can drift vertically in the z axis when flying, it is beneficial to periodically make contact with the ground to obtain measurements of the vertical speed v z . With our hybrid vehicle design this is particularly feasible since the wheels are designed to make contact with the ground. In Figure 10 (top), we show a single flying and bouncing sequence performed by our hybrid platform. We show that both vertical and horizontal collisions can be used to correct the state estimates using our CIO algorithm (bottom). Again, ORB-SLAM is used as ground truth for velocities and a height sensor is used to show the distance to the ground and illustrate the up-down behavior. Discussion From the experimental results it may be noticed that the velocity estimates produced by CIO using the parallel velocity defined in (11) are not highly accurate. However, we stress that the goal of this paper is not to provide a highly accurate measurement model which can correct the estimates of the velocity to closely match the true velocity. In fact, this is infeasible with this method since (1) the measurement model h(·) is a pseudo-measurement created by assuming a direct measurement of the velocity v, which we set to a value v // which depends on the current estimate of the state x and collision forceF e , and (2) IMU acceleration estimates are corrupted by noise and subject to IMU drift, which is unobservable given our estimation method. Correcting for such drift would require to hold a contact without movements for a prolonged amount of time in order to perform a zero-velocity update z k = v k + w k = [0; 0; 0], which we leave as future work. As the goal of this work is fast traversal of an environment when onboard exteroceptive sensors fail, we deem landing and full stops as not acceptable. Instead, the goal is only to not crash and maintain reasonable velocity estimates. This is in contrast to work where contacts are used to improve state estimates generated with exteroceptive sensors such as cameras [14] , whereas our goal is to fly without suffering catastrophic crashes using an IMU sensor only, which requires more drastic assumptions on the measurement model.
Notice that for the sake of simplicity, we make the assumption that at a collision, the robot does not lose energy in the direction parallel to the wall. To be more aligned with this assumption, we should tune the covariance of the pseudo measurement such that the variance remains constant along the axis of the parallel velocity. Although for the sake of simplicity we do not do this here, we expect that this should improve the performance for our filter.
Autonomous Navigation Through a Maze
We demonstrate that it is possible to traverse a cluttered environment by leveraging contact information. To do so, we combine our contact detection and estimation method, CIO, with our reactive planner. We constrain our hybrid vehicle to flight only and use the typical equations of the dynamical system of a quadrotor in (1) to show that our approach can be used on any type of quadrotor vehicle. For safety reasons, for this experiment we use in addition to the IMU sensor, one additional exterioceptive sensor: a LiDAR height sensor. This allows us to constrain the movement of the system and the drift of the velocity estimate to a plane. We perform feedback control on the height estimate from the height sensor. However, we do not incorporate the height as a measurement update for the EKF. This constrains the movement of the vehicle to a safe range near some desired height above the ground. The robot is free to drift in the horizontal x, y plane and collide with obstacles.
In Figure 1 , we show a reconstruction of the maze environment from LiDAR point clouds. The goal is for the robot to traverse this environment without perceiving it, since it flies using an IMU only. At each collision, a parallel velocity update is performed and a new reference velocity is sent to the controller. In Figure 11 , we show that the velocity updates bound the velocity estimates, such that the robot is able to navigate autonomously without exteroceptive sensors.
We also plot the estimates from an EKF which does not use any collision updates, and only uses the IMU for the prediction step (in blue). Without collision updates, the vehicle would quickly accelerate due to feedback on drifted velocity estimates, and it would crash into obstacles at high speeds. Furthermore, the vehicle would keep attempting to increase its speed as it pushes against the obstacle in contact, which is clear from the plotted standard deviations from the predictions of each EKF, with and without collision updates. Without CIO, the EKF quickly diverges, which is expected as the state is unobservable. In contrast, the CIO measurement updates constrain the drift in the velocity estimate and bounds its error. Therefore, our CIO algorithm and reactive planner are effective tools for navigating in these situations when no other sensors are available. In the supplementary video, we demonstrate flying in the dark with all sensors obscured, and reliably achieve similar results. estimates to drift, whereas contact information can be exploited as pseudo measurements of the velocity to correct for estimation error.
Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrated navigation in an unknown cluttered environment using an IMU only. To do so, we derived a pseudo-measurement model to exploit contact information and update velocities, and designed a reactive planner based on the estimated contact forces. To fully demonstrate the capabilities of our approach, we validated our method on a hybrid vehicle in both flying and ground modes, extending current force estimation methods which were then used to detect collisions and perform state estimate updates. This work can be used as a safety fallback on drones to recover from VIO failures or on micro-drones that do not have the payload capacity to carry sensors such as LiDARs, cameras, etc. or powerful computers to process their data. Future work will include perception-aware planning to encourage collisions in optimal directions and at optimal frequency to bound the state estimation error in order to maintain the stability of the robot. Also, the accuracy of the CIO algorithm could be improved, by (1) including biases in the estimated state, (2) investigating the use of error-state EKFs and other promising formulations [1, 3] , (3) analyzing the rigid body kinematics to derive more informative measurement updates, as is done in legged robotics, (4) modeling the properties of contact surfaces and the loss of energy during collisions and deriving a measurement model using a high frequency IMU, and (5) varying and tuning the covariance of the pseudo-measurement update and contact detection threshold, e.g., using machine learning methods. Furthermore, active collision-based localization in a prior map in the absence of exteroceptive sensors could be a promising research direction. This would allow the robot to perform behaviors such as returning to its original starting point using an IMU only. Finally, we welcome future research to formalize the idea of exploiting collisions instead of treating them as constraints which would allow to expand the set of safe states for planning and control.
A Contact Position Estimation
A.1 Analytical Solution
This section presents the analytical solution of the contact point estimation method presented in Section 2.2. For conciseness, we denoteF z e := (F z e − m t g). The positions of the estimated contact forces on the left and right wheels are decomposed into two sets of equations depending on whether F y < 0 or F y ≥ 0.
First, if F y < 0, the solution for the position of the contact point on the left wheel is given as 
with a 1 = M x e + LF z e , b 1 = M z e − LF x e and c 1 = 2LM l w . Using these equations, the estimated contact point on the right wheel is derived as 
B Derivation of Nonholonomic Model
This section derives additional nonholonomic constraints for the rolling mode of the hybrid vehicle.
B.1 Derivation of Nonholonomic Constraint
To derive (5), we first express the velocities at the contact points on the ground as 
Assuming that the wheels of the hybrid vehicle remain in contact with the ground and that no slip occurs, As long as the wheels keep contact with the ground and no slip occurs, v l c = v r c = 0 hold. Therefore, (19) can be equivalently expressed as
which is equivalent to (5).
B.2 Derivation of Force Estimation for Rolling Mode
In this section, we show how to take into account nonholonomic constraints in our force estimation method. First, the nonholonomic motion of the hybrid vehicle implies that v y , v z ,v y , ω x = 0.
